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Clinical PerspectiveWhat Is New?Our article shows that women present with more severe ischemic stroke than men and the difference is partly explained by their older age, greater pre‐stroke dependency, and higher prevalence of atrial fibrillation compared with men.What are the clinical implications?Better preventative health care for women may potentially reduce their incidence of stroke but also minimize the severity of strokes if they occur.Given the greater severity of these events in women ensuring that there is equal access to treatments including thrombolysis and thrombectomy may reduce severity.

Introduction {#jah33764-sec-0008}
============

Women are less likely to survive following stroke because of a higher case fatality rate in the acute phase, but long‐term sex differences in mortality persist up to 5 years after stroke.[1](#jah33764-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Women also often have poorer functional outcome, increased participation restriction, and lower health‐related quality of life after stroke than men.[1](#jah33764-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#jah33764-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} One explanation for these sex differences in outcome is that women have more severe strokes than men.[1](#jah33764-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#jah33764-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#jah33764-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} While several studies have reported on sex differences in the severity of stroke, most often these studies use severity as a covariate rather than as a primary outcome.[4](#jah33764-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#jah33764-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Another challenge is that the measurement of severity can differ between studies.[6](#jah33764-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#jah33764-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#jah33764-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Thus the importance and causes of the association between sex and stroke severity, remain uncertain.[3](#jah33764-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Although there are reports on factors that contribute to severity of stroke (eg, hypertension,[9](#jah33764-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} cardiovascular diseases,[10](#jah33764-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} dementia,[11](#jah33764-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} embolic stroke mechanism[12](#jah33764-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}), the relative importance of these factors to differences in severity between women and men has not been investigated thoroughly.

Among the few studies designed to examine the etiology of sex differences in stroke severity,[13](#jah33764-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#jah33764-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} there are important differences in the data sources, methods of analysis, and adjustment for confounding factors. Renoux et al[14](#jah33764-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} reported 49% (unadjusted odds ratio 1.49, 95% CI 1.23--1.80) increased odds of having a severe stroke (National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale \[NIHSS\] ≥5) for women compared with men, which was partly explained by age and pre‐stroke modified Rankin Scale (adjusted odds ratio 1.19, 95% CI 0.94--1.52 following adjustment for these 2 variables). In contrast, Gall and colleagues reported a 23% (unadjusted relative risk \[RR\] 1.23, 95% CI 1.05--1.45) greater risk of severe stroke (NIHSS\>7) in women; but the difference was almost completely explained by women\'s older age, presence of dementia, atrial fibrillation, and pre‐stroke Barthel index (adjusted RR 1.05 95% CI 0.91--1.22).[13](#jah33764-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Other than age, pre‐stroke functional limitations, and comorbidities, there has been limited consideration on the influence of other potential confounding factors such as pre‐stroke medication,[15](#jah33764-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} delay in presenting to the hospital,[16](#jah33764-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} and mechanism of ischemic stroke (ie, cardioembolic strokes)[17](#jah33764-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} on the sex difference in severity.

Examination of a wider range of potential contributors to any observed sex difference in stroke severity is important to help address the gaps in our understanding of factors affecting sex‐specific difference in stroke outcomes. Using information from an individual participant data (IPD) meta‐analysis we aimed to 1) quantify the sex difference in stroke severity assessed by initial the National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score among patients with first‐ever acute stroke (both ischemic and hemorrhagic); and 2) investigate the factors (ie, sociodemographics, pre‐stroke health, comorbidities, and clinical factors) that contribute to any observed difference.

Methods {#jah33764-sec-0009}
=======

The data, analytic methods, and study materials will not be made available to other researchers for purposes of reproducing the results or replicating the procedure. Qualified investigators can request access to patient‐level data, analytic methods, and study materials after ethics clearance and approval by all authors.

The INSTRUCT (International stroke outcomes study)―an IPD meta‐analysis of long‐term outcomes after stroke―is a collaboration of investigators from 13 "gold standard" population‐based stroke incidence studies (limited to first‐ever acute strokes) from Australasia, Europe, South America, and the Caribbean.[1](#jah33764-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} The INSTRUCT study was registered in the International prospective register of systematic reviews (PROSPERO; CRD 42016036723)[18](#jah33764-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} and performed according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta‐Analyses of individual participant data (PRISMA‐IPD) guidelines.[19](#jah33764-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Further details about the INSTRUCT study are provided in Data [S1](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and Table [S1](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Outcome Measurement {#jah33764-sec-0010}
-------------------

Of the 13 studies forming the INSTRUCT, 8 studies had data on National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) scores recorded at the acute stage and so were included in this analysis. The NIHSS assessment was recorded directly in 7 studies and responses were mapped from Scandinavian Stroke Scale) data available in 1 other study (Tartu) using the formula: Scandinavian Stroke Scale =50−2×NIHSS.[20](#jah33764-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}

Predictors of Outcome (Covariates) {#jah33764-sec-0011}
----------------------------------

We obtained data on a range of covariates in each cohort that might explain differences in stroke severity between men and women. These factors included: sociodemographics, pre‐stroke health (functional dependence, comorbidities, health behaviors, pre‐stroke medications), stroke type; acute management (hospital admission, time delay to hospital presentation), and the year of stroke occurrence (1996--2014). Details on how these data were collected and the definitions used for each variable in each specific study are provided in Data [S2](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and Table [S2](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Available sociodemographic data included race/ethnicity (2 studies), marital status (4 studies), education (4 studies), and socioeconomic status (3 studies). Data on pre‐stroke health status included dependence before stroke (4 studies, modified Rankin Scale \>2; 3 studies, Barthel Index ≤20; 4 studies, institutional residence); comorbidities/medical history (all studies―atrial fibrillation, hypertension, ischemic heart disease, transient ischemic attack; 5 studies, peripheral vascular disease; 4 studies, diabetes mellitus; 3 studies, dementia); medications before stroke (4 studies, antihypertensives; 4 studies, antiplatelets; 1 study, anticoagulants); body mass index (5 studies), and health behaviors (7 studies, smoking status; 6 studies, alcohol use status). Type of stroke was categorized into 4 groups: ischemic stroke (IS), intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH), subarachnoid hemorrhage, and undetermined stroke. Ischemic stroke subtypes, available in 4 studies, were categorized by TOAST (Trial of Org 10172 in Acute Stroke Treatment) classification[21](#jah33764-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} including large‐artery atherosclerosis, cardioembolism, small‐vessel occlusion, and other determined etiology.

Statistical Analysis {#jah33764-sec-0012}
--------------------

All analyses were conducted in Stata 12.1. A 2‐tailed *P*≤0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Study‐specific analyses of the characteristics of participants (eg, mean age, percentage of pre‐stroke functional limitation) were compared between men and women and then pooled using random‐effects meta‐analysis. We only undertook analyses for IS and ICH because NIHSS was not routinely collected for subarachnoid hemorrhage and undetermined stroke. Stroke severity was dichotomized into severe (NIHSS\>7) or not‐severe (NIHSS ≤7).[13](#jah33764-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}

Since covariates were not measured uniformly between studies, we used the 2‐stage method of analysis proposed for IPD meta‐analyses.[22](#jah33764-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} The first stage involved building study‐specific unadjusted and adjusted relative risk regression using log‐binomial models to estimate the relative risk of severe stroke (NIHSS\>7 versus ≤7) for women compared with men. Assuming the confounding role[23](#jah33764-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} of covariates in the association between sex and severity are similar across studies, the equivalent covariates were adjusted across studies. They included age, pre‐stroke function, and history of atrial fibrillation (AF) that were well‐established to influence sex differences in stroke outcomes[1](#jah33764-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#jah33764-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} among IS, and age only for ICH. Adjustment was first done for age, and then further for pre‐stroke function, when possible, and AF in multivariable model. Within each study, we assessed whether these 3 variables and other covariates met the following criteria of being a confounder (associated with sex, associated with stroke severity, and the inclusion of the covariate changed the magnitude of the sex coefficient by ≥10%).[24](#jah33764-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} We tested whether continuous covariates (ie, age, pre‐stroke Rankin, or pre‐stroke Barthel) require a transformation using fractional polynomials in multivariable modeling,[25](#jah33764-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} to get the best model fit. Within each study, statistical interactions were assessed by a test of statistical significance of a sex×covariate or covariate×covariate product term.

For the second stage of the analysis, both unadjusted and adjusted study‐specific estimates were pooled in separate random‐effects meta‐analyses, because of inconsistent study designs, settings, covariates and outcome measures across different populations. We also presented estimates from fixed‐effects meta‐analyses to compare with the random‐effects approach. Heterogeneity was evaluated using Q statistics and I^2^ statistics. Meta‐regression was used to identify the sources of statistically significant heterogeneity among study**‐**level characteristics including the presence of pre‐stroke function data, geographic regions, and proportion of women.

Sensitivity Analyses {#jah33764-sec-0013}
--------------------

We also reported the subgroup analyses of the difference in severity of IS by TOAST subtype. Given the uncertainty over the particular cut point to use to define a severe stroke, we also undertook a sensitivity analysis by analyzing NIHSS as a continuous variable to compare with the main results of dichotomous analyses. Where necessary, transformations of NIHSS outcome data were performed to remove skewness.

To further test the robustness of our findings, we used a single‐stage meta‐analysis pooling all IPD data sets (8 studies).[26](#jah33764-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} Adjustment for common covariates that are important confounders or contributing factors to the association between sex and stroke severity was performed. Similar to the analyses using a 2‐stage modeling approach, we included age, the presence of atrial fibrillation, and pre‐stroke function when possible, in multivariable models for IS and age for ICH.

We tried to harmonize the data to conduct a multivariable analysis of the pooled IPD. Because of inconsistent measures of (or closely related to) pre‐stroke function among 6 studies, a binary variable of pre‐stroke functional limitation was generated whereby the existing of functional limitation before stroke was defined as the modified Rankin Scale \>2 (Oxford, Perth, Tartu), Barthel Index \<20 (Melbourne), or being in an institution (Orebro, Dijon). For those 2 studies without data on pre‐stroke function (Joinville, Mãtao), multiple imputation using chained equations[27](#jah33764-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} (m=50 imputations) was performed to account for these missing values based on the available data on NIHSS and covariates in the pooled data set. To compare with our main findings using 2‐stage approach, we reported pooled estimates of all 8 studies and a subset of 6 studies with data on pre‐stroke function.

Statistical interactions in multivariable models were also assessed within the single pooled data set. Year of stroke occurrence and age that were measured consistently in all studies were further examined whether they modified the relationship between sex and stroke severity.

Results {#jah33764-sec-0014}
=======

Sex Difference in Patient Characteristics {#jah33764-sec-0015}
-----------------------------------------

Data on initial NIHSS recorded after acute stroke onset were available among 5326/5570 (95.6%) IS and 773/855 (92.6%) ICH participants of the 8 studies[28](#jah33764-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#jah33764-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#jah33764-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#jah33764-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#jah33764-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#jah33764-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#jah33764-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#jah33764-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} (Tables [S3](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Among those with IS, compared with men, women were on average 4.5 years (95% CI 3.8--5.3) older (statistically significant difference in 6/8 studies; Table [1](#jah33764-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}) and were less likely to be living with a spouse (summary estimate 39.4% versus 71.2%, *P*\<0.001; significant difference in 3/4 studies). Women also had higher prevalence of functional limitation (modified Rankin Scale \>2 or Barthel≤20) before stroke (summary estimate 22.6% versus 14.0%, *P*\<0.001; significant difference in 2/5 studies) and institutional residence than men (summary estimate 12.0% versus 4.6%, *P*\<0.001; significant difference in 3/4 studies). In IS, more women were prescribed anti‐hypertensive agents (3/5 studies) before stroke than men. Men with IS were more often ever‐smokers (significant difference in 7/7 studies) and consumers of alcohol (significant difference in 4/6 studies; Tables [S3](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; "IS"). Among ICH participants, women were on average 4.7 years (95% CI 2.6--6.7) older than men (significant difference in only 3/8 studies), and there was few difference in other baseline characteristics between women and men (Tables [S3](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; "ICH").

###### 

Details of 8 Included Cohorts: Baseline Data on First‐Ever Ischemic Stroke and Intracerebral Hemorrhage Stroke

  Study                                                                                              Study, y     Baseline, n   Among Participants With NIHSS Data                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ ------------- ------------------------------------ ------- ----------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------
  Ischemic stroke                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             (n=2603)                                                      (n=2723)
  Oxford, UK[28](#jah33764-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}                                                 2002--2013   1103          1087                                 49.4%   72.4 (12.0)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}         77.7 (12.1)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}         3 (1--6)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}    3 (1--9)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}     112 (20.4)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}            157 (29.2)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}
  Joinville, Brazil[29](#jah33764-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}                                          2009--2014   1494          1494                                 47.8%   63.5 (12.5)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}         66.8 (15.7)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}         3 (2--8)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}    4 (2--11)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}    198 (25.4)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}            253 (35.4)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}
  Melbourne, Australia[30](#jah33764-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}                                       1996--1999   921           744                                  52.0%   72.4 (12.7)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}         76.3 (14.3)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}         4 (2--10)                                           5 (2--12)                                            112 (31.4)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}            150 (38.8)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}
  Perth, Australia[31](#jah33764-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}                                           2000--2001   140           123                                  50.4%   74.0 (12.5)                                                 78.0 (10.1)                                                 5 (3--11)                                           6 (3--13)                                            21 (34.4)                                                     26 (41.9)
  Orebro, Sweden[32](#jah33764-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}                                             1999--2000   274           274                                  54.4%   73.1 (10.5)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}         77.1 (10.7)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}         4 (2--6)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}    5 (3--10)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}    28 (22.4)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}             50 (33.6)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}
  Dijon, France[33](#jah33764-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}                                              2006--2012   1238          1238                                 54.1%   71.7 (15.3)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}         77.2 (15.8)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}         4 (2--9)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}    4 (2--12)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}    170 (29.9)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}            248 (37.0)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}
  Mãtao, Brazil[34](#jah33764-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}                                              2003--2004   68            67                                   38.8%   65.1 (12.3)                                                 64.5 (12.6)                                                 5 (2--11)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}   8 (5--10)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}    12 (29.3)                                                     13 (50.0)
  Tartu, Estonia[†](#jah33764-note-0400){ref-type="fn"}, [35](#jah33764-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}    2002--2003   332           299                                  59.5%   68.1 (10.9)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}         75.6 (10.9)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}         5 (0--14)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}   9 (2--16)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}    44 (36.4)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}             97 (54.5)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}
  Summary estimate (95% CI)                                                                                       5570          5326                                 51.6%   70.0 (67.4--72.6)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}   74.5 (72.0--77.2)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}   4 (2--8)                                            4 (2--11)                                            27.9% (24.1--31.9%)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}   38.6% (33.8--43.6%)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}
  Intracerebral hemorrhage                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    (n=400)                                                       (n=333)
  Oxford, UK[28](#jah33764-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}                                                 2002--2013   112           94                                   48.9%   69.5 (14.3)                                                 73.5 (16.2)                                                 7 (3--15)                                           7 (3--16)                                            22 (45.8)                                                     22 (47.8)
  Joinville, Brazil[29](#jah33764-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}                                          2009--2014   223           223                                  42.2%   58.2 (15.4)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}         62.5 (15.5)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}         17 (5--27)                                          17 (5--27)                                           86 (66.7)                                                     66 (70.2)
  Melbourne, Australia[30](#jah33764-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}                                       1996--1999   191           136                                  49.3%   70.3 (13.5)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}         75.2 (15.2)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}         8 (3--20)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}   14 (5--27)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}   39 (53.4)                                                     47 (66.2)
  Perth, Australia[31](#jah33764-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}                                           2000--2001   19            13                                   46.7%   68.0 (18.5)                                                 73.5 (12.3)                                                 9 (3--23)                                           15 (1--21)                                           4 (50.0)                                                      5 (71.4)
  Orebro, Sweden[32](#jah33764-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}                                             1999--2000   44            44                                   43.2%   71.9 (11.5)                                                 75.6 (9.9)                                                  9 (4--12)                                           10 (4--23)                                           15 (60.0)                                                     12 (63.2)
  Dijon, France[33](#jah33764-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}                                              2006--2012   197           197                                  53.3%   71.0 (15.8)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}         76.6 (18.3)[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}         9 (4--22)                                           10 (4--22)                                           54 (58.7)                                                     67 (63.8)
  Mãtao, Brazil[34](#jah33764-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}                                              2003--2004   12            11                                   27.3%   62.9 (7.0)                                                  68.7 (7.5)                                                  18 (8--25)                                          32 (7--32)                                           6 (75.0)                                                      2 (66.7)
  Tartu, Estonia[\*](#jah33764-note-0300){ref-type="fn"}, [35](#jah33764-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}   2002--2003   57            55                                   50.9%   63.6 (15.9)                                                 68.1 (12.6)                                                 20 (5--25)                                          14 (7--25)                                           19 (70.4)                                                     19 (67.9)
  Summary estimate (95% CI)                                                                                       855           773                                  48.3%   67.0 (63.7, 70.3)                                           71.7 (68.5, 75.1)                                           10 (4--23)                                          12 (5--24)                                           60.9% (55.6%, 66.2%)                                          64.2% (59.3%, 68.9%)

denotes statistically significant results. IQR indicates interquartile range; NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale.

Stroke severity in Tartu study was mapped from Scandinavian Stroke Scale to NIHSS (see [Methods](#jah33764-sec-0005){ref-type="sec"}, page 7).

Distribution of the NIHSS by sex among those with either IS or ICH was illustrated in Figure [1](#jah33764-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} (n=6099; 8 studies) and Figure [S1](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (for each study).

![Distribution of the National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale scores by sex among those with stroke (both ischemic and intracerebral hemorrhagic stroke; n=6099). NIHSS indicates National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale.](JAH3-8-e010235-g001){#jah33764-fig-0001}

Analyses of initial NIHSS scores among 8 studies included 5200/5326 participants with IS (Table [2](#jah33764-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}; 2% of cases were excluded because of missing data on covariates). In unadjusted analyses, women with IS were 35% (pooled RR 1.35, 95% CI 1.24--1.46) more likely to suffer more severe strokes than men; study‐specific crude RRs varied from 1.20 (Perth) to 1.71 (Mãtao; Figure [2](#jah33764-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, top). We found no statistical evidence of heterogeneity in unadjusted RR estimates (I^2^=0%; Q=4.4, *P*=0.732) across the studies. In multivariable analysis, adjustment for age alone reduced the sex difference in severity by 36% (pooled RR~age‐adjusted~ 1.21, 95% CI 1.11--1.31) with non‐statistically significant heterogeneity (I^2^=0%; Q=4.9, *P*=0.670). After further accounting for AF and pre‐stroke dependency, the pooled estimate was substantially attenuated but remained statistically significant (pooled RR~fully‐adjusted~ 1.20, 95% CI 1.10--1.30). Although study‐specific adjusted RRs of the association between sex and severity of IS varied from 1.09 (Dijon) to 1.70 (Mãtao), there was no statistically significant heterogeneity between studies (I^2^=0%; Q=4.5, *P*=0.719; Figure [2](#jah33764-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, bottom). Factors that met all criteria for being a confounder were inconsistent between studies (Table [2](#jah33764-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). Among IS, these confounding factors were age (6/8 studies, pre‐stroke dependency (5/6 studies), atrial fibrillation (2/8 studies). Transformation of continuous covariates using fractional polynomials in multivariable modeling was not required. None of these factors modified the effect of sex on stroke severity (ie, all sex×covariate or covariate×covariate interactions were non‐significant). There was also no evidence that IS subtype (TOAST; Table [S5](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), or any of the other covariates (eg, socioeconomic position, education, pre‐stroke medications, alcohol use, and other comorbidities such as diabetes mellitus and hypertension) contributed to the sex difference in NIHSS (Table [S6](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

###### 

List of Factors Contributing to the Difference in Stroke Severity Between Women and Men in Multivariable Models by Stroke Type (more severe stroke was defined as National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale \>7)

  Study                                                                                        Ischemic Stroke   Intracerebral Hemorrhage                                                                                      
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----- --------------------------------------------
  Oxford[28](#jah33764-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}                                               1077              Age (y), pre‐stroke mRS, AF                                                                             94    Age[†](#jah33764-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}
  Joinville[‡](#jah33764-note-0007){ref-type="fn"}, [29](#jah33764-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}   1494              Age, AF[†](#jah33764-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}                                                          223   Age[†](#jah33764-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}
  Melbourne[30](#jah33764-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}                                            647               Age, pre‐stroke Barthel, AF[†](#jah33764-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}                                      136   Age[†](#jah33764-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}
  Perth[31](#jah33764-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}                                                123               Age, pre‐stroke mRS[†](#jah33764-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}, AF[†](#jah33764-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}   13    Age[†](#jah33764-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}
  Orebro[32](#jah33764-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}                                               274               Age[†](#jah33764-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}, pre‐stroke institutional residence, AF                      44    Age[†](#jah33764-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}
  Dijon[33](#jah33764-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}                                                1238              Age, pre‐stroke institutional residence, AF[†](#jah33764-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}                      197   Age[†](#jah33764-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}
  Mãtao[34](#jah33764-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [‡](#jah33764-note-0007){ref-type="fn"}       67                Age[†](#jah33764-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}, AF[†](#jah33764-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}                   11    Age[†](#jah33764-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}
  Tartu[35](#jah33764-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}                                                280               Age, pre‐stroke mRS, AF[†](#jah33764-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}                                          55    Age[†](#jah33764-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}
  Pooled                                                                                       5200                                                                                                                      773   

AF indicates atrial fibrillation; mRS, modified Rankin Scale.

The sample size were the same among the unadjusted model and fully‐adjusted model.

Age, the presence of AF, and pre‐stroke function (mRS, Barthel, or institutional residence when possible) were selected to be forced into all the final fully adjusted models regardless of meeting our criteria of being a confounder (associated with NIHSS; associated with sex, and changed the magnitude of the sex coefficient by ≥10%; see [Methods](#jah33764-sec-0005){ref-type="sec"}, page 8).

Data on pre‐stroke dependency were unavailable.

![Difference in stroke severity between women and men with ischemic stroke: unadjusted (top) and adjusted (bottom) random‐effects meta‐analyses. More severe stroke was defined as National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale \>7. Both unadjusted and adjusted effect estimates using fixed‐effects meta‐analysis were the same compared with those with random‐effects approach. RR indicates relative risk.](JAH3-8-e010235-g002){#jah33764-fig-0002}

Analyses of 855/773 participants with ICH (Table [2](#jah33764-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}; 10% of cases were excluded because of missing data on confounding factors) found no sex difference in the severity of stroke (pooled RR~unadjusted~ 1.08, 95% CI 0.97--1.21; Figure [3](#jah33764-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, top) without a statistical heterogeneity (I^2^=0%; Q=2.1, *P*=0.957). There was no effect of adjusting for age with the age‐adjusted pooled RR being 1.08, 95% CI 0.96--1.20 (Figure [3](#jah33764-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, bottom; I^2^=0%; Q=1.4, *P*=0.985) or any other covariates.

![Difference in stroke severity between women and men with intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) in unadjusted (top) and adjusted (bottom) random‐effect meta‐analyses. More severe stroke was defined as National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale \>7. Both unadjusted and adjusted effect estimates using fixed‐effects meta‐analysis were the same compared with those with random‐effects approach. ICH indicates intracerebral hemorrhage; RR, relative risk.](JAH3-8-e010235-g003){#jah33764-fig-0003}

We found no evidence of differences in the pooled unadjusted or adjusted estimates between random‐effects and fixed‐effects meta‐analyses, suggesting our results were robust. Meta‐regression did not identify any sources of the heterogeneity between studies. Neither study‐level factors including geographic region, the availability of pre‐stroke function (Table [S7](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), nor the proportion of women modified the sex differences in either unadjusted (IS: P~meta‐regression~=0.559; ICH: P~meta‐regression~=0.726) or adjusted analyses (P~meta‐regression~=0.403; ICH: P~meta‐regression~=0.723). Removing 2 studies without data on pre‐stroke function (Figures [S2](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) did not greatly influence the pooled estimates compared with the main results (8 studies; Figures [2](#jah33764-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#jah33764-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}) in either unadjusted (IS: pooled RR~unadjusted~ 1.30 versus 8 studies 1.35; ICH 1.12 versus 8 studies 1.08) or adjusted analyses (IS: RR~adjusted~ 1.15 versus 8 studies 1.20; ICH: RR~unadjusted~ 1.12 versus 8 studies 1.08).

Sensitivity Analyses {#jah33764-sec-0016}
--------------------

Sensitivity analyses using NIHSS as a continuous variable showed consistent results to dichotomous analyses (Table [S8](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Our pooled estimates using the single‐stage method of meta‐analysis were generally similar (8 studies; IS: RR~unadjusted~ 1.35, 95% CI 1.23--1.49; RR~fully‐adjusted~ 1.19, 95% CI 1.08--1.32; ICH: RR~unadjusted~ 1.08, 95% CI 0.90--1.29; RR~age‐adjusted~ 1.08, 95% CI 0.90--1.29) to our main findings using the 2‐stage method (IS: Figure [2](#jah33764-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}; ICH: Figure [3](#jah33764-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). Analyses of IS among a subset of 6 studies with pre‐stroke function data reassured that our effect estimates did not greatly differ between these 2 approaches (1‐stage RR~unadjusted~ 1.33, 95% CI 1.18--1.49; RR~fully‐adjusted~ 1.15, 95% CI 1.03--1.30 versus 2‐stage RR~unadjusted~ 1.30, 95% CI 1.18--1.44; RR~fully‐adjusted~ 1.15, 95% CI 1.04--1.27; Table [S7](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In the single pooled data set, we found no statistically significant interactions either between sex and each covariate, or between covariates in multivariable models. The effect of age as a confounding factor was similar (IS: pooled RR~unadjusted~ 1.34, 95% CI 1.22--1.49; RR~age‐adjusted~ 1.21, 95% CI 1.10--1.34; ICH: pooled RR~unadjusted~ 1.08, 95% CI 0.90--1.29; RR~age‐adjusted~ 1.08, 95% CI 0.90--1.29; Table [S9](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) to the one using the aforementioned 2‐stage approach. There were no evidence of statistical interactions assessed by a test of statistical significance of a sex×age (continuous) product term (IS: *P* ~interaction~=0.793; ICH: *P* ~interaction~=0.324). The magnitude of the sex differences in severity among those with IS and ICH was neither modified by age group (Table [S9](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and other covariates. Neither did the year of stroke occurrence modify the sex differences in stroke severity in both unadjusted (IS: *P* ~interaction~=0.067; ICH: *P* ~interaction~=0.128) and age‐adjusted analyses (IS: *P* ~interaction~=0.264; ICH: *P* ~interaction~=0.281).

Discussion {#jah33764-sec-0017}
==========

We found that women with IS faced a 35% greater risk of severe stroke than men, and that much of this difference was explained by pre‐stroke factors including: women\'s older age, the presence of functional limitations before stroke and atrial fibrillation. However, adjustment for these factors did not fully explain the sex difference and their effects were often inconsistent between studies. We also found that there was no sex difference in severity of ICH.

Because of the more advanced age at stroke onset in women than men, age was the most important confounding factor of the association between sex and severity of IS, accounting for 36% of the sex difference. Older age may be associated with more severe strokes because of reduced functional capacity of supporting brain cells, ie, endothelial cells, and astrocytes after neurological insults.[36](#jah33764-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} The physiological decrease of cerebral blood flow and its regulation that occurs with increasing age[37](#jah33764-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} potentially influence neuronal damage after stroke in the elderly. As a consequence, impaired brain circulation and subsequent neurological dysfunction might lead to more severe strokes and less recovery in older adults with stroke. A better understanding of the pathophysiology of both stroke and cognitive function in the elderly may have important implications for clinical management and preventative strategies. Strategies such as enhancing geriatric care may help to reduce the poor outcome of chronic diseases[38](#jah33764-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} including stroke among frail older community‐dwelling adults.[39](#jah33764-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}

Pre‐stroke function was an important confounding factor of the sex differences in stroke severity in several (5/6) studies. The association between more severe stroke in women and their poorer functional limitation before stroke has been shown to be correlated with age and several cardiovascular comorbidities (eg, AF, hypertension, diabetes mellitus) at baseline.[14](#jah33764-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#jah33764-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} Poor physical function and interrelated conditions such as frailty, which is more common in women,[41](#jah33764-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} may reflect underlying biologic mechanisms, including chronic inflammation, that play an important role in the pathogenesis of IS and the severity of brain tissue damage.[42](#jah33764-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} Better management of comorbid diseases and prevention of frailty in the elderly[43](#jah33764-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} could help ameliorate the effects of more severe strokes when they occur in women.[13](#jah33764-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} It is also possible that poor pre‐stroke function and the presence of frailty may affect the accurate measurement of items in the NIHSS, as reported by others.[44](#jah33764-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} Combining clinical, imaging, and biomarker data of the severity of stroke may provide a better assessment of severity than a single instrument like the NIHSS.[45](#jah33764-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}

Atrial fibrillation (AF) contributed to the sex difference in severity of IS although surprisingly this was only statistically significant in 2 out of 8 studies (Oxford and Orebro). The inconsistent findings may be attributable to the variations in the data collection and definition of AF between studies (Table [S2](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). One reason for more severe strokes in women is that women with AF more often have cardioembolic strokes than men.[46](#jah33764-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} In addition, previous studies have found that the management of AF, specifically, treatment with anti‐coagulants[47](#jah33764-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} or catheter ablation[48](#jah33764-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} appear to be suboptimal for women compared with men. It is thus possible that our observed confounding effect of AF on stroke severity could reflect the widespread under‐treatment of AF in older patients.[49](#jah33764-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} However, we cannot confirm this possibility as treatments for AF were missing from our data set. This highlights the need for the better detection and treatment of AF in both older men and women before stroke occurrence.[50](#jah33764-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}

Age, AF, and pre‐stroke function combined only accounted for 39% of the sex difference in severity of IS (with RR reduced from 1.35 to 1.20). Other unmeasured or poorly measured confounding factors could explain the remaining difference. However, it is also possible that a true biological or pathophysiological sex difference does exist. Further research is needed to explore potential biological and clinical mechanisms that could lead to a greater stroke severity in women. Potential dimorphic differences between men and women in severity of stroke include biologic (eg, hormone‐dependent) and intrinsic (non‐hormonal) factors (eg, sex chromosomes).[51](#jah33764-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} Research on biologic mechanisms has established the neuroprotective effect of hormones in women on IS injury during premenopause.[51](#jah33764-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} Little is known about how the decline of sex steroid hormones in women after menopause and ovariectomy influences the sex disparities in post‐stroke neurologic deficits. Further examination of the sex differences in neurologic function, specifically injury response and recovery after stroke with regard to different age groups, are needed. Infarct size and location of stroke appear to influence the level of neurologic deficits and eventual stroke outcomes eg, left‐hemispheric ischemic strokes are more frequent and often have higher admission NIHSS scores as well as poorer survival than right‐hemispheric counterparts.[52](#jah33764-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} However, few authors have attempted to unravel the relative role of these factors in the severity differences across the different patient groups including men and women, or young and older people. Recent advanced brain imaging undertaken to investigate neurological deficits among people with different stroke types may offer better opportunities to understand the sex and age differences in brain injury.[53](#jah33764-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} Also, female members are often excluded in the neuroscience experiments because of the hormonal fluctuations associated with the reproductive cycle.[54](#jah33764-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} A recent meta‐analysis of neuroscience studies has shown that data from female rats are no more variable than data from males.[55](#jah33764-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} This suggests a need to include females in animal models to understand the sex difference in severity of stroke.[56](#jah33764-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}

The sex differences in stroke severity existed for IS but not ICH. In our analyses, age, pre‐stroke function, and AF were contributing factors to more severe strokes in women. By contrast, there were no evidence of the confounding effects in the ICH group (the unadjusted and adjusted estimates were the same). The reasons for this difference is unclear. It may be related to the differences in the underlying mechanisms between these 2 types of stroke.[57](#jah33764-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} Further research is warranted to examine the uncertainty over the sex differences in stroke severity among women and men with ICH. Our study has a number of strengths. To our knowledge, we have provided the first pooled estimates of sex differences in stroke severity, separately for IS and ICH. We compiled the IPD from 8 population‐based studies from various regions of the world. The use of 2‐stage method for meta‐analysis of IPD allowed us to overcome some of the limitations that result from not all potential confounding factors being measured across all studies.[22](#jah33764-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} The data came from high‐quality population‐based studies free of the limitations of hospital‐based or convenience samples and had a large sample, making this study adequately powered to test our hypotheses.

However, limitations need to be acknowledged. The population‐based studies in our research networks are mostly from high‐income countries (7/8 studies), potentially leading to less generalizable results. We were unable to include 5 studies because NIHSS data were not available (Table [S1](#jah33764-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) thereby reducing the statistical power. The methods and sources of data collection differed across cohorts, and this may have contributed to the differing confounding variables identified between studies. In particular, our inability to detect whether IS subtypes confounded the association between sex and severity is likely attributable to the scarce data on IS subtypes (TOAST classification) which were only collected in 4 studies. Further research is needed to explore the role of the mechanism of IS on the sex difference in severity of stroke. There was a lack of data on subdomain scores of NIHSS, another potential contributor to the sex difference in severity of stroke. Although the rate of missing data on NIHSS and covariates (\<10%) was low enough that imputation of missing data was not required, we could not eliminate the possibility of some selection bias. Finally, the number of studies forming our pooled estimates was less than required (≥10) for the exploration of heterogeneity between studies using meta‐regression.[58](#jah33764-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}

Conclusion {#jah33764-sec-0018}
==========

In clinical practice, women are more likely to present with severe IS than men but the difference is partly explained by their advanced age, greater pre‐stroke functional limitation and presence of AF. Given these findings, strategies to improve pre‐stroke health and access to evidence‐based care for the elderly could help reduce differences in stroke severity between men and women. In addition, understanding the origin of more severe strokes in women compared with men should be a priority area for further research, more studies that attempt to identify other potential explanatory factors such as IS stroke mechanism, treatment of AF, and other comorbidities are needed.
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